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10 PSA  
1. PSA Ocean Pollution 
This PSA talks about how the ocean life is getting polluted and killed because we can’t do a simple thing 
like recycle our plastic bottles of bags. The name is PSA Ocean Pollution and on a scale 1-10 I would 
give it a 9.  
-1:03 minutes- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1TK4WM0eWaw 
 
2.Ocean Pollution PSA 
I really like this PSA about Ocean Pollution because it made me really sad for what our planet is going to 
look like if we continue not recycling plastic. For this PSA Ocean Pollution I would give it a 9.5 out of 10.  
-1:00 minutes- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vr1ftpBMZDo 
 
3.Fast Food PSA 
In this PSA they had a bunch of facts about how fast food restaurants know that their food makes people 
obese but they don’t care. This PSA really shows how people get addicted to something and can’t stop 
and could die. I would give this PSA a 7 out 10. -0:51 seconds- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHgpCk4MBvc 
 
4.Fast Food PSA 
This PSA was also about how fast food can kill you and I really liked something they said which was “ 
Fast food is bad for us. It is not worth it to risk our health for 5 seconds of satisfaction.” I would give this 
PSA a 8 out 10. 
 -1:30 minutes- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GCOHtaBXpcA 
 
5.Natural Disaster PSA 
In this PSA they told me how to be prepared if a natural disaster happens to strike. I really like this PSA 
because it had lots of very good tips on how to survive if a natural disaster strikes. For this PSA I would 
give it a 9 out 10. 
 -1:13 minutes- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MhgyCmoWJp0 
 
6.Natural Disasters Preparedness PSA 
In this PSA they talked more about readiness and how the government can’t always be there at the right 
time and you need to know how to survive the natural disaster which is a good reminder for people. I 
would give this video a 7 out 10. 
 -0:59 seconds- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JecZdDvI08I 
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7.Energy Usage PSA  
I liked this video because they had multiple tips on how to conserve energy and save our natural 
resources. This is really important for people because most people just leave lights or power on just 
because they forgot. I would give this video a 8 out 10. -1:00 minutes- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=buUSSL85Yn4 
 
8.Developing Renewable Energy In Zambia 
Even though this video is about Zambia it still shows a true meaning of how much better our country 
would be with renewable energy. This will really help our future in almost every way. I would give this 
video a 8 out 10.  
-0:34 seconds- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xkqq8Gf67OQ 
 
9.Recycle PSA 
In this PSA they showed how the community would  be if we don’t recycle and and this was represented 
with plastic bottles and cup with faces. I would give this PSA a 7 out of -0:29 seconds- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibexZwsrfz4 
 
10.PSA Recycling AD 
In this video there was a short story about a plastic bottle that wanted to be recycled and finally did then it 
gave a lot of facts about how much people recycle versus what they can recycle actually recycle. I would 
rate this PSA a 8.5 out of 10  
-1:55 minutes- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amfQKNw83Kk 
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